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A
Recently, the bearingless motors are a rac ng a en on in variable speed drives due to some of its advantageous features as compared to the conven onal motor drives. In the bearingless motors as there are no bearings, it is maintenance free and hence the longevity of the motor is increasing. The func ons of motor and
magne c rotor levita on are successfully integrated so that the rotor sha can be made shorter and at the
same me it requires less number of inverters, controller and electric wires as compared to a motor with magne c bearings. Thus, the overall size and cost of the bearingless machine is considerably reduced as compared
to the machine with magne c bearing.
In this seminar, I introduce the outline of bearingless motors. As a recent topic, furthermore, I explain in detail
the bearingless motor with the integrated winding.
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